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ABSTRACT 
 
Twenty-three finite element models of cross-laminated timber (CLT) with different 
laminate directions were studied. Simulations with quadratic orthotropic linear elastic 
finite elements were conducted. One goal was to compare in-plane shear stiffnesses 
for CLT blocks made up from Norway Spruce (Picea abies) boards. 3- and 5-layer 
CLT were studied with board sizes 25x150x1200 mm. Bloc sizes were 
75x1200x1200 and 125x1200x1200 mm for 3-layer and 5-layer blocs, respectively. 
The first and last layers laminate directions were assumed to be in direction 0○. The 
second and fourth layers laminate directions for 5-layer models were assumed equal 
and were 5○, 10○, 15○, 30○, 45○, 60○, 75○ and 90○. The middle layer was in direction 
0○ or 90○. For 3-layer models the middle layers laminate directions were 5○, 10○, 15○, 
30○, 45○, 60○, 75○ and 90○. No edge gluing was assumed and thus all side edges were 
allowed to separate or overlap. Glued contact surfaces were assumed to be perfectly 
glued with rigid glue. The results for 5-layer models showed that all models with 
angled second and fourth layers were stiffer than the models with 90○ layers. 
Stiffnesses for models with angled second and fourth layers were higher when the 
middle layer laminate direction was 90○ compared to 0○. The stiffest 5-layer model 
was the one with laminate directions 0/45/90/45/0. This stiffness was 1.5 times the 
shear stiffness of a reference block with 1-layer and solid timber shear stiffness. The 
stiffest 3-layer model was the one with laminate directions 0/30/0. This stiffness was 
0.99 times the shear stiffness of the reference bloc. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Wood is commonly judged as orthotropic with three material directions: longitudinal, 
radial and tangential. Shear stress and strain can occur in different directions on surfaces 
with different directions and shear stiffness is commonly described by three shear 
moduli. Of those the weakest shear modulus is called the rolling shear modulus. (Wood 
Handbook, 2010). 
Panels of cross laminated timber (CLT) are built up from cross-wise oriented layers of 
wood boards. Normally the layers are oriented in only 0 or 90 degree directions mainly 
from reasons of ease of manufacturing. Two advantages with CLT are the homogenized 
mechanical and physical properties, which make CLT suitable to be used for instance as 
shear walls. CLT is a rather recent and innovative engineered wood product with 
properties that can be improved and which still requires research. The research needs to 
quantify some of the materials properties. The benefits of using wood in buildings and 
constructions are far from being maximized (Saavedra Flores et al., 2015). 
Timber constructions have increased the latest years mainly because of the use in multi-
storey buildings. A problem, which occurs when technology used for one- and two-
storeys house is used for higher buildings, is the magnification of previous small and 
acceptable movements. It can create discomfort for the buildings occupants. (Reynolds, 
Casagrande, & Tomasi, 2016). Finding stiffer wall designs made of CLT could solve 
this problem and a way used in this report is to find a theoretical stiffer construction by 
conducting finite element computer simulations. This study focuses on how shear 
stiffnesses in 3- and 5-layer CLT blocs changes when the laminate direction is changed.  
 
 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 
 
In this study 3- and 5-layer blocs were analysed via linear finite element analysis. The 
boards’ dimensions were kept constant in all models. The changing variable was the 
angle of the laminate direction. To reduce model size and calculation time a symmetry 
plane was used, see Fig. 1. and Table 1. 
 

 
Fig. 1. A 5-layer CLT bloc where the second/fourth layer is rotated 30○ degrees and the 
third layer (white marked) was changed between 0○ and 90○ degrees (figure shows 0○). 
View 1 shows a section of all five layers and view 2 shows a detail of first three layers. 
View 2 shows the symmetry plane for the 5-layer models.  



The symmetry plane was set in layer two in a 3-layer bloc and layer three in a 5-layer 
bloc. A summary of all models can be seen in Table 1. 
 
 
Table 1. A summary of all models and the direction of each layer. 

Model	name	 Board	dimension:	length	x	
width	x	thickness	[m]	

Laminate	direction	in	layer:	
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	

0/90/0	 1,2x0,15x0,025	 0○	 90○	 0○	 -	 -	
0/75/0	 													“	 0○	 75○	 0○	 -	 -	
0/60/0	 													“	 0○	 60○	 0○	 -	 -	
0/45/0	 													“	 0○	 45○	 0○	 -	 -	
0/30/0	 													“	 0○	 30○	 0○	 -	 -	
0/15/0	 													“	 0○	 15○	 0○	 -	 -	
0/10/0	 													“	 0○	 10○	 0○	 -	 -	
0/5/0	 													“	 0○	 		5○	 0○	 -	 -	
0/75/90/75/0	 1,2x0,15x0,025	 0○	 75○	 90○	 75○	 0○	
0/60/90/60/0	 													“	 0○	 60○	 90○	 60○	 0○	
0/45/90/45/0	 													“	 0○	 45○	 90○	 45○	 0○	
0/30/90/30/0	 													“	 0○	 30○	 90○	 30○	 0○	
0/15/90/15/0	 													“	 0○	 15○	 90○	 15○	 0○	
0/10/90/10/0	 													“	 0○	 10○	 90○	 10○	 0○	
0/5/90/5/0	 													“	 0○	 		5○	 90○	 		5○	 0○	
0/90/0/90/0	 1,2x0,15x0,025	 0o	 90○	 0o	 90○	 0o	
0/75/0/75/0	 													“	 0○	 75○	 0○	 75○	 0○	
0/60/0/60/0	 													“	 0○	 60○	 0○	 60○	 0○	
0/45/0/45/0	 													“	 0○	 45○	 0○	 45○	 0○	
0/30/0/30/0	 													“	 0○	 30○	 0○	 30○	 0○	
0/15/0/15/0	 													“	 0○	 15○	 0○	 15○	 0○	
0/10/0/10/0	 													“	 0○	 10○	 0○	 10○	 0○	
0/5/0/5/0	 													“	 0○	 		5○	 0○	 		5○	 0○	

 
 
The dimensions were 0.075x1.2x1.2 and 0.125x1.2x1.2 m for 3-layer and 5-layer blocs, 
respectively. Glue was not used between the side edges, only the flat side between 
layers were glued. The contact property between two layers was set as a tied connection 
with rough friction, i.e. no sliding was possible and separation was not allowed. Master 
surfaces were almost every time chosen to be the layers angled 0○ or 90○. No contact 
condition was set between the side edges and thus overlapping or separating was 
possible. 
Fig. 2. shows the load application on the model. A surface shear stress was applied on 
all 4 side surfaces and was set to 0.05 MPa. A symmetry plane was applied in the Z-
direction in the middle of the thickness and two corner nodes (marked with red circle 
and yellow diamond in Fig. 2.) were partly fixed to avoid displacement in X- and Y-
direction and rotation in Z-direction. Displacement was then measured in the Y-
direction in the corner node marked with a green cross. 



 
Fig. 2. Load application with surface shear force F which corresponds to shear stress 
0.05 MPa. Figure shows Y-deformation (mm) of a 0/30/0 bloc where the deformation 
scale factor is 1000.  

 
The modulus of elasticity was set to: 430, 430 and 13000 MPa in the material directions 
1, 2 and 3 (equal to radial, tangential and fiber direction, respectively) in a cylindrical 
coordinate system. The modulus of shear was set to: 121.5, 810 and 810 MPa in the 
directions 12 (rolling shear), 13 and 23. All Poisson’s ratios were set to zero.  
The global mesh seed was chosen to 1 cm for all models. All 0○ or 90○ layers were 
meshed with a structured mapped mesh technique. The angled layers were meshed with 
a sweep technique. Quadratic reduced order elements C3D20R elements in commercial 
code Abaqus (Abaqus 6.14. 2016.) were used. 
A nondimensional shear value Gtrans for the CLT bloc in question was calculated from 
simulation result by using equation 1. Gshear is the reference value 810 MPa in the 13 
and 23 shear directions. The k-value is the number of layers in the simulated model.  
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RESULTS 
 
In the 3-layer models the number of degrees of freedom was between 1.6 to 4.2 million 
depending on the laminate direction. In the 5-layer models the number of degrees of 
freedom varied between 2.8 to 7.8 million. In general, a lower angle gave less degree of 
freedom.  
Fig. 2. shows a deformed CLT bloc with colours showing the displacement in Y 
direction. Diagramme in Fig. 3. shows  Gtrans for the 3-layer and 5-layer models. 
 



Fig. 3. Relative shear modulus Gtrans for in-plane shear for 3-layer CLT bloc (grey line) 
and for 5-layer bloc (blue and orange line) as a function of laminate direction X in 
intermediate layers.  

The stiffest 3-layer model (grey line) was 0/30/0 with Gtrans= 0.99 which can be 
compared to the 0/90/0 model which has Gtrans= 0.76. For 5-layer models the one with 
3rd layer in 0○-direction gave results which were about the same as for the 3-layer model 
but slightly higher (orange line). 
The stiffest results were obtained for the 5-layer model with the 3rd layer in 90○-
direction. Here all results were higher compared to the model with the 3rd layer in 0○-
direction. Highest value Gtrans= 1.5 was obtained for the 0/45/90/45/0 model. 
 
 

DISCUSSION 
 
All models were stiffer than the models with only 0○ and 90○ laminate directions. In all 
models 0/X/0/X/0 was stiffer than 0/X/0 which can be because of the higher percentage 
of angled layers in the 0/X/0/X/0 model. Why models with 30○ for 3-layer models were 
stiffest cannot be answered in this study. One explanation could be: when the laminate 
direction is changing from 90○ to 0○, the contact surfaces in the connection points 
between boards increase. And the stiffness could be a relation between the area of the 
glued contact surface in one connection point and the percentage of angled layers in the 
bloc. The results from these simulations don’t take into account for contact between side 
edges. In reality over closure cannot occur, so in these cases the practical stiffness 
would be higher than the calculated value.  
Important to remember, results in this study were only for simulations of shear and not 
for other loading cases such as bending. Practical tests of the simulated pure shear load 
cases are difficult to conduct but would be interesting.  
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
Based on the above result and discussion these four conclusions can be made: 

• The stiffest 3-layer model was not 0/45/0 but instead 0/30/0. 
• The stiffest construction was the 0/45/90/45/0 model where the Gtrans value was 

1,5.  
• The stiffness in a 5-layer model increased by changing laminate direction of the 

third layer from 0○ to 90○. 
• It was enough to use a mesh size of 0,01 meter.  

As future work it would be interesting to find how the stiffness changes in a bloc by the 
relation between the area of the connection surface and the percentage of angled layers. 
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